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Practice Exercises 1

1. What is the correct meaning of the Agile principle – “The most 
efficient and effective method of conveying information to and 
within a development team is face-to-face conversation”

a. Agile teams should always be co-located

b. Wherever possible, stakeholders should meet face-to-face

c. Wherever possible, project team should meet face-to-face

d. Written documentation should be little in Agile

Answer:

b. Wherever possible, stakeholders should meet face-to-face

2. Roles in pair programming are changed -

a. Often

b. At iteration finish

c. Per release

d. Not often

Answer:

a. Often
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3. A Kanban board contains -

a. Road signs

b. Project instructions

c. WIP limits

d. Project plan

Answer:

c. WIP limits
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Practice Exercises 2

1. Which of these is NOT a Scrum concept?

a. Sprint Review

b. Daily Scrum

c. Sprint Retrospective

d. Strategy Planning

Answer:

d. Strategy Planning

2. Out of the following which one contains the Sprint scope?

a. Sprint backlog

b. Product backlog

c. User stories

d. Daily scrum

Answer:

a. Sprint backlog
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Practice Exercises 3

1. Which of these techniques is NOT used for sizing on Agile?

a. Remember the Future

b. Relative Estimation

c. Story Points

d. Affinity Estimating

Answer:

a. Remember the Future

2. A team is doing sizing using Planning Poker. Three team 
members show cards with number 3, and two team members 
show cards with number 13. What should be done?

a. Take 13 as the estimate as it is higher

b. Discuss the details of the user story and go for another round 
of estimation

c. Take 13 as the estimate as more team members have gone with 
it

d. Take an average of 3 & 13 and take that as the estimate

Answer:

b. Discuss the details of the user story and go for another round 
of estimation
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3. Which of these is a benefit of using MoSCoW prioritization 
scheme?

a. It is interesting for the customer

b. It helps the team drop most of the requirements after the 
prioritization

c. It helps in estimating the size of each customer requirement

d. It convinces the customer to correctly prioritize requirements 
instead of setting all of them to high priority

Answer:

d. It convinces the customer to correctly prioritize requirements 
instead of setting all of them to high priority
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Practice Exercises 4

1. A risk-adjusted backlog consists of –

a. User stories based on EMV and risk responses based on ROI

b. User stories based on ROI

c. User stories based on ROI and risk responses based on EMV

d. Risk responses based on EMV

Answer:

c. User stories based on ROI and risk responses based on EMV

2. Which of these is the correct sequence in TDD?

a. Write tests, write code, perform testing, refactor

b. Write code, write tests, perform testing, refactor

c. Write code, write tests, refactor, perform testing

d. Write tests, perform testing, write code, perform testing

Answer:

d. Write tests, perform testing, write code, perform testing
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3. Which of the following is NOT a difference between regular 
contracts and Agile contracts?

a. Agile contracts are more flexible

b. Agile contracts do not need change control section as changes 
are a normal occurrence

c. Agile contracts provide more flexibility for early termination

d. Agile contracts may have fixed price work packages instead of 
a fixed price for the project

Answer:

b. Agile contracts do not need change control section as changes 
are a normal occurrence
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Practice Exercises 5

1. Cumulative flow diagram, Burnup chart, and Burndown chart 
are all examples of -

a. Information refrigerators

b. Agile modeling tools

c. Information radiators

d. Lean tools

Answer:

c. Information radiators

2. During the iteration planning meeting, the Agile team is 
discussing the tool that they should use for showing current 
work status. Which of the below tools would be useful to share 
project status with the stakeholders?

a. Product backlog

b. Kanban board

c. Story board

d. Product roadmap

Answer:

b. Kanban board
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3. If SPI for the team is 1.2, it means -

a. The team is spending more money than planned

b. The team is spending less money than planned

c. The team is behind schedule

d. The team is ahead of schedule

Answer:

d. The team is ahead of schedule
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Practice Exercises 6

1. Which of these is a characteristic of an empowered team?

a. Takes all project decisions

b. Takes own local decisions

c. Chooses team members on the project

d. Prioritizes the product backlog

Answer:

b. Takes own local decisions

2. Which of these stages represents a pseudo team?

a. Performing

b. Storming

c. Forming

d. Norming

Answer:

b. Storming
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3. Distributed teams can benefit MOST from?

a. Co-location

b. Written documentation

c. Tacit knowledge

d. Use of technology in communication

Answer:

d. Use of technology in communication


